Learning Lounge can provide you
with an immediate, innovative
publishing solution to help you
create richer student experiences
that drive better outcomes.
Learning Lounge has the ability,
to publish course content (SCORM,
quizzes, videos, assessments)
directly into any Learning
Management System using
different industry standards, with
the additional capabilities of
tracking all usage.
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1. Add value and additional
revenue to your business
Learning Lounge (LL) is a leading publisher of over 200 plus Micro-credentials and
non-formal certificate courses, aligned with Australian industry.
The online education industry has projected strong growth over the next five years.
Expanding high-speed internet services, increasing acceptance of online education and
continued efforts to expand access to non-traditional customers will support industry
growth. Trends towards up-skilling and lifelong learning are also forecast to support
growth in flexible modes of study. COVID-19 has further accelerated this projected growth
across many industries with a considerable number of RTO’s and education providers
desperate to expand your online course offerings.
Furthermore, many training providers in Australia have been affected by massive
regulatory changes, making it difficult to keep up with new, online demands.
Learning Lounge can provide you with an immediate, innovative publishing solution
to help you create richer student experiences that drive better outcomes. LL has the
ability, to publish course content (SCORM, quizzes, videos, assessments) directly into any
Learning Management System using different industry standards, with the additional
capabilities of tracking all usage.
Learning Lounge can also help you scale your business with strategic add on’s such as an
“Online marketing workshop” to help you with the marketing and sales of your online
courses to consumers. Learning Lounge’s parent company (Online Courses Australia) has
over 10 years’ experience selling education online, direct to the public via e-commerce
and lead driven call centres.
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The Learning Lounge library has courses ranging from 30mins > 350+ hours, across dozens
of industries including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aged Care, Community & Counselling
Mental Health & Well-being
Animal Health & Veterinary Care
Dog Grooming & Pet Care
Business & Finance
Marketing & Entrepreneurship
Education & Childcare
Events and Hospitality
Fitness, Health & Nutrition
Freelance, Lifestyle & Leisure
HR, Management & Communication
Parenting & Relationship Management
Travel, Tourism & Aviation
Training & Assessment

For a full list of the courses available in our library click here. Note: This document has
also been provided as an attachment.
Please refer to this additional link incorporating these courses into larger course bundles
or packages specific to vocational careers. Note: This document has also been provided
as an attachment.
The Learning Lounge library will allow you to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance existing accredited course offerings with best in class video-led learning and
quality course content
Scale your business with new courses including standalone Micro-credentials
Customise your online offerings by selecting any combination of Micro-credentials
Provide flexible education available anytime across any device and operating system
with HTML5 compliant resources
Provide quality online education at affordable prices
Provide career kick-starter and re-fresher resources to enhance job readiness
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• Diversify by providing standalone ‘white
labelled’ courses that supplement your
accredited offerings to provide another
income stream.
• Enrich your online courses with AQF
aligned, Australian industry based, best
in class video-led learning and quality
course content to stand out in
a competitive VET market.
• Provide a pathway for students
from short online courses and MicroCredentials to accredited courses
particularly through Learning Lounges
‘career taster’ courses.
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3. Distribution & Delivery 		
Options Summary – Australia
CONTENT DELIVERY OPTIONS

01
LL can “stream” our content
to your chosen LMS

02
LL can provide you with a
completely “white-labelled”
learning solution
(content + LMS)

Our technology partner facilitates the tracking and analytics of licensee usage. This
technology also provides LL the capability to seamlessly update course content
consistently keeping up with industry standards.
Our explainer video: The Student Experience and Online Platform (LMS) shows how LL
content is currently delivered on our LMS.
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License our resources as
standalone or bundled courses
OR simply license our learning
resources and objects to enhance
your existing course(s).
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Accredited Mapped Content + Flexible Value Adding Content

• Lead
• Engage
• Grow
Differentiate and further enhance your product by using the Learning Lounge
library to add value to existing UX for students. Access content across 20+ industries.
Content within the library includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCORM content
Self-marked quizzes
Interactive PDFs
Masterclass videos
Podcasts + Podcasts
Bonus assessment content
Soft mapping documents

Engage and retain learners with ‘user first’ content. Future proof your business
model and engage learners affordably. The LL library currently engages over 65% of
online students that use it (source: Online Courses Australia).
GROW. Add value within your existing product suite and charge higher prices and/
or launch new short courses and Micro-Credentials.
Generate new revenue in short courses (Micro-Credentials).
Access quality content for an affordable price with two flexible pricing options.
• Access growth and marketing workshops courtesy of LL’s retail division - Online
Courses Australia
•
•
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All Learning Lounge courses are
CPD ACCREDITED.
Learning Lounge clients can access this
accreditation at a very low cost.
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5. Business Overview
This “About Us” explainer video provides a brief insight into our business skills,
knowledge and experience.
Online Courses Australia (OCA) is a privately owned, online education provider. OCA’s
business operates across two divisions:
a) the sale of Micro-credentials to consumers via onlinecoursesaustralia.edu.au and
partner websites and
b) licensing course content business to business to other leading education providers
via publishing division “Learning Lounge”.
Learning Lounge offers courses to other training providers, businesses and corporate
you across Australia. OCA’s management have been at the forefront of online education
in Australia and have a proven track record of providing formal and non-formal online
training demonstrated over 10 years’ experience delivering courses in the Business,
Education, Community, Childcare, Travel and Tourism industries, and more recently, in
the Mental health and Animal and Veterinary Sectors.
OCA is skilled in the development and delivery of non-formal online education. Our
courses are produced by an experienced development and production team. All courses,
materials and intellectual property is owned by OCA, designed and developed by qualified
teachers and professionals in consultation with Australian industry, supported by artificial
intelligence in accordance with learning and intelligence theories and where appropriate
aligned to AQF Certificate and Diploma level units of competence.
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New Masterclass Inspired Mentor Series:
Mental Health

New Masterclass Inspired Mentor Series:
Animal Health
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ON DEMAND is our ‘Netflix’ inspired new content that drops regularly for students in areas
of interest or content that is motivational or inspirational in nature.

Learn more

ONDEMAND learning includes our new “Learning without Limits” vodcast + podcast series
from industry experts and Celebrity guests.

Listen to the Podcast

Listen to the Vodcast
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6. Our Products
Full list of the Micro-credentials available in our library.
These Micro-credentials can be packaged together based on you demand, into larger
course bundles or packages specific to vocational careers.
One of the key growth drivers in education is finding and creating new innovative
courses to keep up with societal and industry needs. LL Micro-credentials and nonformal certificates can be structured to create hundreds of unique courses from 30mins >
350plus hours. Integrating the Learning Lounge library would significantly increase our
you value proposition by allowing you instant access to grow revenue with new course
opportunities.
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Veterinary staff that are presented with cases of animal
hoarding may need to seek assistance from bodies like the
RSPCA who understand the complexities of the disorder and
can source mental health assistance.
A nicely balanced news article about animal hoarding can be
found at https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/hoardersloving-animals-to-death-need-care-says-rspca-20160522gp0ruq.html

Animal Welfare for Pets, Working Animals and Animals in Sport | © Online Courses Australia
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17

Scheduled for Development

2021
2022

A) Zooloogy
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Nature and Scope of Zoos
Occupational Health and Safety in Zoos
Captive Husbandry – Nutrition and Feeding
Captive Husbandry – Health
Captive Husbandry – Reproduction
Captive Husbandry – Behaviour and
Enrichment
• Human-Animal Interactions
• Enclosure Design and Maintenance
B) Agriculture & Horticulture (B2C)
C) Beauty (B2C)
D) Photography (B2C)
E) XERO and financial for business (B2C + B2B)
F) Farming (B2C)
G) Interior Design (B2C)
H) Real Estate

Potential Courses (currently in ‘research’ stage of development)

Communication
Advanced Presentation Skills
Effective Business Writing
Effective Communication
Negotiating Skills
Professional Presentations
Report Writing
The Power of Influence
Writing Persuasive Documents
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Digital Marketing
Introduction to Google Analytics
Introduction to Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
Social Media Strategy

Leadership & Management
Coaching and Mentoring
Contract Management
Design Thinking: Transform how you Create and Innovate
Implementing Innovation and Continuous Improvement
Leading with Emotional Intelligence
Manage Business Effectively
Manage People Effectively
mini MBA
New Leader
Performance Management
Risk Management
Strategic Leadership
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7. Frequently Asked Questions
(From both consumers and licensees)

How do you develop your courses?
1. Our education team assesses the current education framework for accredited courses in
the industry and creates a list of requirements to align the course content to educational
standards
2. Our team recruits 10+ industry leaders and mentors from the relevant course industry
and asks for feedback on the current accredited (AQF) framework, with an emphasis on
how to create the best possible course and cover what is really needed to better equip
students for “real world” scenarios
3. These mentors are assessed on several levels for not only your writing and delivery
skills but also your background, experience and teaching style.
4. Our team narrows down the industry experts to less than 8 to allow for efficient
development processes
5. Our education team builds digital storyboards and video briefs to meet the
requirements set by the industry experts whilst aligning with existing accredited
frameworks
6. Industry experts create the physical (written) content based on the storyboards and
OCA educational requirements and benchmarks
7. Industry experts work with OCA’s video team to create “masterclass style” content of TV
quality to supplement the digital resources
8. Once all the content has been built, it then goes to our quality assurance (QA) team for
review
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9. Once the QA team has reviewed the content and is happy with it, the industry experts
and all original industry mentors are asked to also review the content checked by our
education team.
10. The very best digital developers transform the content into visually stunning and
interactive online courses
Who are you courses for?
Our courses are suitable for just about anyone with the motivation to improve, upskill or
reskill. All you need is a computer, laptop, tablet or phone and you away you go. You do
not need prior qualifications or “pre-requisites” to complete any of our online courses.
Our you can utilise LL content within existing accredited courses to enhance the student
experience and/or as stand-alone Micro-credentials.
How useful are Micro-credentials/short courses?
All quality online courses no matter what your level, badge or accreditation are useful.
Short courses or Micro-credentials as they are known currently, allow you to consume
skills and knowledge on demand, anytime and anywhere, in small bit size chunks or larger
non-formal formats. Micro-credentials provide informational content to education to
what Netflix has provided entertainment for Television/Media.
Micro-credentials are mini qualifications that demonstrate skills, knowledge,
and/or experience in a given subject area or capability. Also known as nanodegrees,
Micro-credentials tend to be narrower in range than traditional qualifications like
diplomas or degrees.
Both educators and employers are recognising our courses as a crucial part of a person’s
life lifelong learning journey. According to SEEK, 1 in 2 Candidates believe doing a short
course (Micro-Credential) will have a considerable impact on them landing a job. The
same independent research conducting by Nature on behalf of SEEK found that “hirers
are placing more value on candidates demonstrating transferrable and technical skills in
an interview”.
Micro-Credentials are cost effective, typically quick and easy to complete and transferable.
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Once learners have completed one of our courses they will instantly receive a digital
certificate, a digital badge AND upon request a printed certificate. These can be shared on
LinkedIn, on résumé with prospective employers and friends and family.
What are Digital Badges?
Put simply, a digital badge is a virtual acknowledgement of a Micro-credential, online
course or professional achievement. Digital badges are portable, sharable and most
importantly, verifiable. Think of it as a new way to demonstrate or prove you have
completed a course.
Where is the digital badge stored?
Every student receives an online portfolio where digital badges can be stored. They can
share this with prospective employers, friends and colleagues. The student can store all
your learning and certificates (from different providers) in one secure place.
What does accreditation mean and are your courses accredited?
The hardest thing about online education is how do you measure the quality of it? The
biggest thing you need to understand is that just because a course is “accredited” doesn’t
mean its quality. Further to this point, just because a course is non-accredited (or nonformal) doesn’t mean it not valuable.
The series of requirements set out for each course under the AQF can be out of date and
not as relevant as current times require.
This is where being a non-accredited provider of short courses and Micro-credentials
really allows LL to provide quality, current and relevant education that is both informative
and enjoyable. There’s simply no red tape holding us back from investing and improve
our course content!
By the end of 2020, all LL Micro-credentials will be accredited with the CPD body
(Continuing Professional Development). Upon accreditation, the student will earn 1 CPD
point for every hour of online learning.
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CPD stands for Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and is the term
used to describe the learning activities professionals engage in to develop
and enhance your abilities. It enables learning to become conscious and
proactive, rather than passive and reactive.
CPD combines different methodologies to learning, such as training
workshops, conferences and events, e-learning programs, best practice
techniques and ideas sharing, all focused for an individual to improve and
have effective professional development.
Another measure of quality for online courses is Industry consultation or endorsements.
OCA and LL have several high-profile industry endorsements, including our most recent
endorsement for our animal courses by Bondi VET. Our team is constantly working with
industry professionals to have our course content validated, reviewed and endorsed.
What sets your content apart from other non-accredited courses?
Quality
• Our courses align to AQF requirements and are 100% Australian content
• Many of our courses include TV quality video
• Our courses are engaging, interactive and student centric
Value for Money
• Plus, flexibility on payment options
• On Demand Support from Industry Mentors (not just traditional tutors)
Do all courses include video? What are the modules like? Are there worksheets in
addition to written/video learning materials?
Typical format (of our latest, new courses):
• 20+% video content
• Interactive, downloadable resources
• Quiz’s (unlimited attempts)
• Additional assessments (on demand)
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What next?
Please contact to arrange a meeting
for further discussions.
Cheryl Quang
COO
cheryl@onlinecoursesaus.com.au
M: 0406 422 727
Don Sanka Small
Head of Growth
don@learninglounge.online
M: 0477 240 022
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